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Abstract: Augmented reality (AR) is transforming users’ multisensory experiences and heighten-
ing the level of engagement with multimodal learning. Scholarly attention is urgently needed to
conceptualise and examine user–app interactivity in educational contexts. Drawing on the sys-
temic functional–multimodal discourse analysis approach, this article aims to explore key user roles
prompted by AR apps and examine educational functions that these user roles fulfil in AR-mediated
learning. Based on our analysis of 14 AR apps selected for a 3-day workshop with six Australian
primary school teachers, we identified four categories of user roles that facilitated different literacy
activity types during AR-mediated learning. To design effective learning experiences, this article
argues that teachers need to consider the resonance between students’ AR experiences and their prior
engagement with other forms of digital texts when planning for scaffolding strategies.
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1. Introduction

The sustainability of emergent technologies, such as Augmented Reality (AR), re-
quires educational interventions that aim to advance the United Nations’ Sustainability
Development, Goal 4; this goal emphasizes the importance of education as the enabler
of both improvement in people’s lives and sustainable development. AR in education
contributes to technological innovation, though it can only contribute to quality education
when teachers’ knowledge in AR-mediated learning is deepened [1]. AR is an emerging and
interactive medium that provides an enhanced perception of the real world by overlaying
digital 3D visual objects, sound, and other sensory stimuli in the physical environment in
real time [2,3]. AR is often accessed via mobile devices, such as smartphones, tablets, and
laptops [4,5]. It is widely acknowledged that AR lies on a reality–virtuality continuum [6,7],
and three main types are currently available: marker-based, markerless, and location-based
AR [8]. Marker-based AR uses a marker, such as visual patterns, a printed QR code, or a
sign, to initiate digital animations or augmented experiences when the marker is scanned;
in markerless or location-based AR, the AR content is dependent on the user’s location,
which, in turn, relies on the Global Positioning System (GPS) [9].

AR technology is widely used in gaming (e.g., Pokemon Go), digital marketing
(e.g., IKEA Place for placing furniture in one’s physical home environment), social me-
dia (e.g., photograph filter apps), and many other domains of society. It is increasingly
transforming education and creating the need for educators and researchers to investigate
its potential benefits for teaching and learning. Recent reviews of AR in education are
beginning to report an increased use of AR in K-12 education [10–13]. Key educational ben-
efits include vocabulary learning [14–16], media literacy [17], reading comprehension [18],
motivation [19,20], teaching the English alphabet [21], and storytelling [22]. More recently,
AR has been shown to develop primary school students’ multimodal literacies [23] and
agency [24].
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AR-mediated learning refers to the teaching and learning practice in which knowledge
is conveyed through AR technology [25]. In our research, AR-mediated learning refers
to the multimodal literacy practice in which students can develop multimodal literacies
through interaction with selected AR stories. Multimodal literacies refer to the capacity to
and practice of using two or more modes of meaning in communication [26]. For Southgate
et al. [27], AR-mediated learning requires students to interact with virtual objects and
characters through gesture, voice, and/or moving around a particular space. When AR
is used, embodied meanings are created through gestures, bodily movements, and other
modalities [24]. It is through the “naturalised uses of modes” [28] (p. 5) that we can create
interactivity in AR-mediated learning. This method requires teachers to pay more attention
to the use of space and bodily movement in literacy practices and effectively scaffold
students to respond to a wide range of multimodal cues in AR apps.

Embracing AR technology in multimodal literacy practices necessitates the develop-
ment of teachers’ multimodal literacies before they can expand the scope of digital learning
and influence students’ development of multimodal literacies [23]. However, apart from
enriching students’ multisensory experiences [29,30] and making literacy practice more
interesting, more scholarly attention is needed to assess the effectiveness of AR-mediated
learning in relation to the achievement of the following learning goal—how does the
selected AR app assist in the achievement of the learning goal in literacy practice? Further-
more, school teachers are also in need of accessible tools to guide their mindful selection
and evaluation of AR apps to enhance students’ multimodal literacies in AR-mediated
learning. To address this gap, this article aims to examine the AR text and the AR experience
with a focus on the conceptualisation of user–app interactivity in the educational context.
Specifically, this study will be guided by following research questions:

1. What user roles can be prompted via AR instruction for user–app interactivity in
AR apps?

2. How can we inform AR-mediated learning through the conceptualisation of user–app
interactivity in the educational context?

While existing descriptions of AR apps focus on the semiotic deconstruction of AR
texts [31,32], the conceptualisation of user–app interactivity in this study emphasises the
role that AR users can play as the text’s co-constructor in the interactions between AR
objects and characters. This approach will provide a significant perspective to complement
the current exploration and understanding of AR as the semiotic text. Our conceptualisation
will also provide teachers with a perspective of how to select AR apps. More importantly, it
can effectively assist teachers’ achievement of educational goals in class and provide them
with a trained eye to observe and examine students’ user–app interactivity in AR-mediated
learning, before providing necessary scaffolding.

2. User-App Interactivity

Previous conceptual descriptions of technological texts include the semiotic conceptu-
alisation of VR typology [30], the development of semiotic meta-language for understand-
ing video game texts [33], and the semiotic description of children’s e-books [26]. These
frameworks share the semiotic view of AR/VR, i.e., that an AR/VR story is a cohesive text
constructed through the interaction between a wide range of linguistic, image, sound, and
multisensory semioses.

In this context, two existing conceptual frameworks of AR texts shape the core re-
search context for the present study, and the present study will provide a complementary
conceptualisation of the AR text for both existing frameworks. The 3D Manipulation Tasks
framework provides a systematic description of the key tasks that users are prompted to
complete based on the AR instruction during user–app interactivity [31]. The framework
identifies four key tasks: Selection, Positioning, Rotation, and Scaling. Selection refers to
identifying a particular virtual object or part of an object; Positioning refers to changing
the 3D position of a virtual object or character; Rotation refers to changing the direction
of a virtual object; and Scaling refers to changing the size of a virtual object [31]. The 3D
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Manipulation Tasks framework categorises the most basic user–app interactivities with a
focus on the user’s action on the app. The framework, however, does not discuss how these
manipulation tasks are prompted in the AR app through what kind of multimodal cues.
The investigation of the multimodal cue in the AR instruction is significant to general users’
multimodal literacies, as although the AR technology has emphasized the multisensory
experience users can obtain in the user–app interactivity, the potential of the user’s manip-
ulation of the virtual character or object is strongly based on the prescribed AR instruction.
In other words, when and what manipulation tasks that users are allowed to conduct are
typically prescribed by the AR story. Although users can conduct the four categories of
manipulation tasks on virtual characters and objects, users must follow the AR instruction
and provide the prescribed action or verbal input to process the AR experience. Without
the effective response to the AR instruction, the AR experience is typically interrupted, and
the AR text cannot be unfolded smoothly. Thus, the 3D Manipulation Tasks framework
needs another complementary description of the typical AR instruction for prompting the
four manipulation tasks.

Another gap of the 3D Manipulation Tasks framework is that it focuses on the user’s
interactivity realised through fingers and does not describe the interactivity realised through
the user’s bodily movement, such as walking and tilting the iPad. The description of the
user’s bodily movement is significant to both the assessment of users’ multimodal literacies
and the multisensory potential in the AR app. One feature distinguishing the AR experience
from other multimodal experiences like using the mobile phone, reading an e-book, or
watching a film is that the user–app interactivity in the AR app tends to involve the bodily
movement in the real, physical space. By walking in the real space while holding the iPad,
the user is navigating in the virtual space. That is, the spatiality and the directionality are
two key multimodal literacies that an effective AR user should have; meanwhile, spatiality
and directionality are two key multimodal literacies that students can significantly develop
through the AR-mediated learning. This further justifies the necessity of involving AR apps
in the literacy education.

The other prior conceptual framework related to the user–app interactivity is the
description of interactivity and narrative functions based on a systematic investigation of
narrative AR texts [32]. Drawing on Social Semiotics, the user’s interactivity like tap, pinch,
reverse, drag, and swipe are viewed as the user’s co-construction of the AR story in this
conceptual description [32]. This conceptual description argues that by providing different
interactive responses, the user can influence the outcome of the AR story. However, this
argument is relied on the design of the AR text. In some AR narratives, the app opens
up the meaning-making potential for the user to be the co-creator of the story. Users can
experience the AR story several times and try different interactivity choices to explore how
their interactivity can construct the AR experience differently in the same app. Similar
to the 3D Manipulation Tasks framework, this conceptual description also emphasises
the user’s interactivity and influence on the AR text. As the other side of the user–app
interactivity, the role of the AR instruction is lack of exploration. Some key questions for
the description of the AR cue in the user–app interactivity remain un-answered. These
questions include: When and through what multimodal instructions does the AR send the
invitation to users to co-construct the AR story? How salient or tacit the AR invitation can
be? Can the majority of users identify the AR cue and effectively play the co-constructor
role? What multimodal literacies are required in the user to understand the AR instruction
and to provide the effective response to the AR invitation?

To respond to these questions, a clearer conceptualisation of the user–app interactivity
is needed. This conceptualisation should describe both the user’s typical interactivity
choices and the common multimodal cues in AR apps. To fill the gap in both prior
conceptual frameworks, this article aims to explore the role users can play in the user–
app interactivity, with a focus on the typical AR instruction instantiated in AR apps
for prompting the user’s interactivity. The description will enhance the general user’s
multimodal literacies in understanding multimodal cues in the AR app. This article will
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also present the emphasis on the AR app, which shows the potential as the teaching material
for the AR-mediated literacy education. The conceptualisation of the user–app interactivity
proposed in this article will enhance both teachers’ and students’ multimodal literacies.

3. Materials and Methods
3.1. Participants and Data

This study was conducted as part of a larger-scale project on the use of AR to teach
language and literacy in the primary school context in Australia. In this paper, the study
was based on our observation and analysis of six Australian primary school teachers’
interactions with 14 AR apps selected for a 3-day workshop in 2020. Prior to the workshop,
the second author, who was the Chief Investigator of the larger-scale project, searched for
AR apps on App Store and Google Play. Given the research focus on primary language
and literacy teaching, only apps that offered the potential for this disciplinary focus were
chosen for the workshop.

As part of the objectives of the workshop, the teachers were introduced to the AR
technology and the reported educational affordances of AR from past educational research.
These teachers experimented with a range of free or low-cost AR apps (see Table A1 in
the Appendix A) and evaluated their suitability for developing primary school students’
multimodal literacies. They also evaluated the relevance of the AR apps to the targeted
units of work that they intended to implement for students across different year levels for
a school term that year (see [23] for a full report of the teachers’ evaluation of these apps
which is beyond the scope of this paper). Hence, the workshop was designed to provide
these teachers the opportunity to experience AR apps which could be potential digital
resources for teaching language and literacy in the Australian context. The workshop also
aimed to observe and describe the existing multimodal literacies in teachers based on their
interaction with AR apps. After the 3-day workshop, the teachers then selected a few
AR apps that they deemed suitable for enhancing the units of work that they planned to
redesign and implement.

As noted earlier, multimodal literacies refer to the capacity and practice of using two
or more modes of meaning in communication [34]. The multimodal literacies shown in
teachers’ interaction with AR apps in this workshop are mainly developed through their
prior experiences with other forms of multimodal texts, such as picture books, video clips
and films. Teachers are familiar with and experienced in selecting and implementing these
multimodal texts as teaching materials in their class to assist their achievement of the
learning goal. In terms of the AR app as a text type, we found that teachers tend to rely on
their prior multimodal experiences with other forms of texts to understand and to respond
to the instructions provided in AR apps.

The recruitment of the teachers was based on purposive sampling. They were all
from the same school and had past professional relationships with the second author.
These teachers were interested in embracing AR in their teaching and learning practice, yet
needed more multimodal lenses to guide their selection of AR apps that suited their classes
and learning goals.

3.2. Data Analysis

The analyses undertaken were based on the video recordings of teachers’ experimen-
tation with the 14 AR apps and screenshots of the AR apps that showed different forms of
touch designs. The analytical approach applied to the AR app is known as the systemic
functional–multimodal discourse analysis approach [35], drawing on the Social Semiotics
theory [36]. The Social Semiotics theory views a cohesive multimodal text as the result
of the interaction across selected multimodal semioses in the text, such as the language,
the image, the music, and the editing [36]. In other words, a cohesive multimodal text is
more than the simple sum of multimodal semioses; rather, it is the integration of these
semioses that makes the text cohesive and meaningful [37]. As the semiotic technology, an
AR text is the result of the meaningful interaction among a number of semiosis, such as
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the language, the image, the layout, and the movement. Conceptualising the AR text as a
semiotic text can therefore foreground the meaning-making nature of the technology and
assist teachers’ evaluation of the AR text in relation to the learning goal and the literacy
development [38–41].

One strength of the systemic functional–multimodal discourse analysis approach is
that it integrates two discourse analytical approaches (i.e., the systemic functional approach
and the multimodal discourse analysis approach) and allows researchers to conduct a
balanced analysis of the meaning-making choice made in the language modality and
the non-language modality, respectively. The balanced analytical focus is particularly
suitable for the analysis of multimodal texts and to explain how the cohesive meaning is
constructed in a multimodal text, such as an AR story, through the interaction among a wide
range of audio-visual resources such as language, image, sound, and touch. Specifically,
the systemic functional–multimodal discourse analysis approach includes two discourse
analytical approaches. The systemic functional approach refers to the linguistic theory
and analytical approach known as Systemic Functional Linguistics [42–44]. The analytical
tool in Systemic Functional Linguistics is for the description of the meaning constructed
in the modality of language [45]. The multimodal discourse analysis approach refers to
the analytical approach for the description of the meaning constructed in non-linguistic
modalities, such as image, sound, editing, and camera movement [46–48]. Bringing the
systemic functional approach and the multimodal discourse analysis approach together,
we can analyse the cohesive meaning constructed, not only in each of linguistic and non-
linguistic modalities, but also the meaning constructed through the interaction across
modalities [49,50].

The systemic functional–multimodal discourse analysis approach is exemplified by
the sample analysis of AR Moon, an AR app used in our 3-day workshop (see Figure 1).
The analysed scene is the first mission in the AR Moon, illustrated by two key moments in
Figure 1a,b. Figure 1a is the AR instruction provided to users to introduce the mission and
to start users’ AR experience on the virtual Moon as an astronaut. Figure 1b is the user’s
perspective driving the virtual lunar rover while following the instruction in Figure 1a and
completing the mission.
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As shown in Figure 1, to effectively respond to the AR instruction, the user needs the
strong multimodal literacies about AR as a semiotic text in four key aspects: the language,
the image, the bodily movement and the directionality. The user needs to link the linguistic
property name “lunar rover” in the instruction with the image of the virtual lunar rover
during the mission, and the user needs to understand that the linguistic activity “driving”
in the instruction will be realised by the user’s walking while holding the iPad in the bodily
movement. One essential multimodal literacy commonly requested in users in the AR
experience is the capacity of using the bodily movement to respond to the AR instruction.
The user’s spatiality in the real, physical world and the user’s capacity of translating the
AR instruction into real actions are significant to the effective user–app interactivity in the
AR experience.

While “driving” the virtual lunar rover, the user then needs to find the six pictures on
the virtual Moon landscape by following the map on top (see Figure 1b). The pink arrow
indicates the current location of the user and the rover that the user is driving; the six black
dots refer to the six pictures that the user needs to collect, i.e., the “6 photo points” in the
AR instruction; the large brown shape on the map refers to a virtual rocket where a virtual
astronaut is waiting for the user to bring back the six pictures. This virtual astronaut is
the “astronaut” in the AR instruction in Figure 1a. The directionality, another essential
multimodal literacy, is then prompted in this user–app interactivity. The user is supposed
to be able to read the map and use the map to guide the bodily movement, i.e., walking
while holding the iPad, to reach to the six photo points. After visiting the six photo points,
the user is supposed to follow the map and walk back to the point of departure, i.e., the
virtual rocket spot on the map. The user’s walking to the six photo points is considered
as “collect picture materials” in the virtual space, and the user’s walking back to the
departure point behaviour is considered as “give them back to the astronaut” in the virtual
space. The capacity of translating the linguistic instruction to the bodily movement is again
requested as one of the essential multimodal literacies in the user–app interactivity. Other
necessary multimodal literacies requested in this example include the user’s directionality
and spatiality. Directionality and spatiality are not commonly requested in the user’s
interactivity with other forms of multimodal texts because users can simply consume the
multimodal text like a film or a picture book while sitting. However, while consuming
AR texts, the user’s directionality and spatiality are essential multimodal literacies to the
effective user–app interactivity.

Using the systemic functional–multimodal discourse analysis approach, we can iden-
tify the key linguistic and image semioses in this sample AR text and the interaction among
these semioses. The key item “lunar rover” has been triple-coded through the language,
the image, and the symbolic arrow on the map. Another key item “picture materials” has
been double-coded through the language and the symbolic black dots on the map. We
can also analyse teachers’ bodily responses to the linguistic semiosis to assess teachers’
existing multimodal literacies. This assessment result can provide us a clue to develop
metalanguage tools for teachers to assist their development of AR-specific multimodal
literacies and assist teachers to facilitate students’ multimodal literacies in AR-mediated
learning. Taking the systemic functional–multimodal discourse analysis approach, we
report the four key categories of user roles prompted in the user–app interactivity in AR
apps and suggest the potential educational function of each user role in the AR-mediated
learning in the rest of this article.

4. Results

The four key user roles prompted in the AR app in our analysis include: the trigger,
the viewer, the manipulator and the creator. As noted earlier, users tend to rely on their
prior multimodal experiences to respond to the user–app interactivity in the AR experience,
especially when the user is new to the AR technology or new to the AR app. Additionally,
materiality of the device and the technology used in the educational context can affect the
learning practice [34,51]. In this section, we will describe each user role with examples,
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and discuss the typical prior multimodal experience users tend to rely on during the
AR experience. Our description and discussion will show a wide range of audio-visual
semioses used in AR apps to invite users for the user–app interactivity. Our discussion will
highlight AR-specific multimodal literacies that are needed for the user to be an effective
AR user.

4.1. The Trigger

In most AR experiences, the first role that the user is invited to play is the Trigger. The
Trigger role is typically for starting the unfolding of an AR text, as well as the user’s own
AR experience. The interactive nature of AR makes the AR app often provide users the
opportunity to co-construct the AR experience with the app, and the multisensory nature of
AR makes the AR invitation for users’ triggering responses diverse. The AR invitation for
users’ triggering responses can be sent through image and/or language, and the channel
for users to respond can be the bodily movement and/or the verbal input.

Figure 2 presents two examples of AR invitations and users’ responding channels in
the Wonderscope app. The two invitations are sent to users for the triggering response
at different phases of the AR story Clio’s Cosmic Quest. As the AR story is designed to
be unfolded phase by phase, the AR experience is also shaped as different phases, and to
start each phase of the AR experience, the user is invited to play the Tigger role within the
app. Figure 2a is a typical invitation for users to trigger the AR text by tapping on a certain
button on the screen; Figure 2b is a typical invitation for users to trigger the AR text by
providing a prescribed verbal input.
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As shown in Figure 2a, to prompt the user’s role as the Trigger, multimodal semioses
integrated in this AR invitation include the language “TAP”, the image (i.e., the button), and
the illustration of bodily movement (i.e., the tapping hand). The most salient instruction
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provided in this invitation is the tapping hand. It is not simply a virtual image; it is also a
translation of the linguistic instruction “TAP” to the user’s bodily movement. Compared to
the linguistic instruction “driving the lunar rover” in Figure 1, this tapping hand makes the
AR invitation more beginner friendly. In our observation of teachers’ responses, teachers can
easily respond to this invitation and tap the screen to start the AR text. Although tapping
on any part of the screen can trigger this AR text, some teachers in our observation tend
to tap on the exact point as the virtual hand indicates. Another reason for teachers’ quick,
effective responses to this TAP invitation is that the requested bodily movement, i.e., tap
on the screen, is an everyday behaviour in this digital era. Users have been tapping on their
mobile phones and other digital devices every day today. Prior to the TAP invitation, as
part of the instruction to start the AR story, the user is supposed to find a flat surface with
sufficient light to project virtual characters. The grid in Figure 2a is the sign that the AR app
is assessing the surface and the lighting condition that the user selected for triggering the
AR text, and as the surface is flat and the lighting condition is sufficient, virtual characters
can then be projected into the physical, real context.

Figure 2b illustrates another invitation sent to users in the same AR story. The trig-
gering invitation was sent through the language “Who are you?” at the bottom of the
app. The user is supposed to press the microphone button on top of the app and read the
displayed question “Who are you?” loudly to the device. The main multimodal semiosis
integrated in this invitation include the language and the microphone icon. This invitation
is designed to trigger the user’s interactivity with the purple, virtual character, Clio, in the
AR story, as shown in Figure 2b. The question “Who are you?” is designed to be asked
by the user to Clio to initiate the user–character interactivity. In other words, the app
invites the user to talk to the virtual character first, which is a strategy to enhance the user’s
sense of engagement in the story. To effectively respond to this invitation, the user should
have the capacity of identifying the microphone button on top and understanding that the
prescribed verbal input is the question: “Who are you?”. If the user misread the invitation
and thought that the question was asked from Clio to the user, the user may input his or
her own name as the verbal response. Without verbal input or with the verbal input other
than the exact question, “Who are you?”, the story cannot be triggered. In our observation,
teachers can effectively respond to this invitation.

The Trigger role is typically played at the beginning of the AR text or the beginning
of a phase of the AR text. Touch is the effective practice for initiating the body–screen
relationship in this digital communication [52–55]. Likewise, the voice input also plays
the role of initiating the body–app relationship as the common triggering form in the AR
text. The AR initiation for this user role tends to be beginner friendly and not request a
high level of multimodal literacies in its users. The requested responses from the user to
trigger the app are typically prescribed, yet simple, responses, which are similar to users’
everyday interactivity with other digital devices and can be accomplished easily. Inviting
users to play the Trigger role in the AR experience can effectively increase users’ sense
of engagement with the AR story and, more importantly, can familiarise users with the
multisensory interactivity that the AR app requests. Requests like finding a flat surface with
sufficient lighting and providing the verbal input can let users realise that, in addition to
finger actions like tapping and swiping, the bodily movement and the verbal interaction are
common behaviours involved in the AR experience, and that spatiality about the physical,
real environment is needed as one of the AR-specific multimodal literacies.

4.2. The Viewer

The second category of the user role prompted in the AR app is the Viewer, i.e., the
user is positioned at the observing role to receive messages provided by the AR app. The
Viewer role typically occurs in AR apps that show strong informative, educational purposes,
or when the user needs the information as the preparation for the follow-up user–app
interactivity. For instance, the user needs to watch the unfolding of the AR story before the
user–character interactivity. Playing the Viewer role in AR apps is similar to the experience
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of reading an e-book or watching a film. All of these situations place the user in the position
of the information receiver and, subsequently, the app becomes the information provider.

Figure 3 illustrates the scene where the user is positioned at the Viewer role in the AR
app called BBC Civilisation AR. It is an educational app for users to learn knowledge about
historical artefacts worldwide. The app can be viewed as a digital, interactive archive of
historical artefacts in the world or, more precisely, a digital, interactive museum. Figure 3a
is an example of the archived historical artefacts users can see in this app, as exemplified
by the carved ivory saltcellar. There are three icons, i.e., the book, the flashlight, and the
camera, at the bottom of Figure 3a. By tapping the book icon, users can read the passage
about the saltcellar, as shown in Figure 3b.
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As shown in Figure 3b, the information about the carved ivory saltcellar is displayed
by the user tapping the book icon in Figure 3a. After reading the passage, the user can
simply tap the cross button on top to close the information page and head back to the
previous interface (Figure 3a). The user can also tap other buttons at the bottom in Figure 3a.
The flashlight button can provide a piece of verbal passage about the saltcellar, which is
a simplified version of the passage in Figure 3b. By tapping the camera button, the user
can take a photo of the virtual artefact in the physical context and the photo will be
automatically saved in the device. All these built-in functions serve the same purpose of
making users’ AR experiences closer to a real museum visit. The experience of reading
the displayed passage in the app is the same with the experience of reading the passage
displayed next to an artefact in a real museum. Many museums also provide audio versions
of the passage for visitors to listen to and allow visitors to take photos of the artefact.

This app has other designs to resonate users’ AR experiences with their prior experi-
ences of visiting a real museum. One example is the shadow of the saltcellar in Figure 3a.
The shadow is part of the design of the virtual saltcellar in the AR app and is not affected
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by the lighting in the physical context. The shadow increases the authenticity of the virtual
artefact. Another example is that users can use fingers to pinch on the screen to zoom in
and see the detail of the artefact. This pinch movement is for the similar purpose as leaning
forward to see the detail of the artefact at a real museum. Likewise, the user can change the
iPad angle to see different sides of this 3D saltcellar. Compared to 2D pictures of artefacts
displayed on the museum website, this AR app resonates better with our prior real-world
experiences in a museum.

Although playing the Viewer role involves less proactivity from the user compared to
other user roles, the viewing process still requires physical engagement in the interaction
with the AR app, as the user needs to keep holding the screen at a certain angle and
sometimes also needs to rotate the body to view different sides of the virtual object [56].
This distinguishes the viewing experience in AR apps from the viewing experience of other
digital texts like films or TV dramas. In our observation, teachers can easily play the Viewer
role as this user role is typically not a choice by the user but prescribed by the app. Another
reason for teachers to be comfortably positioned at the Viewer role in the AR experience is
that it is a common role people play in everyday life while absorbing information. While
playing the Viewer role, the AR experience shows the minimum multisensory interaction.

4.3. The Manipulator

The third category of the user role is the Manipulator, which means that the user can
construct their own unique AR experiences during the user–app interactivity, and that
different users can construct different AR experiences in the same app. As noted earlier, in
the previous descriptive framework of AR narratives, user’s manipulation function has
been identified and described, yet with a focus on the user’s influence on the outcome
of an AR narrative [32]. In our conceptualisation, the Manipulator role refers to the
user’s influence on their own AR experiences. One condition for users to construct their
customised AR experiences is that the AR text cannot be designed and unfolded in a linear
format. For an AR text designed in a linear format, the user has to follow the prescribed
unfolding order of the AR story and cannot choose the departure point in the story. To
allow users to customise their AR experiences, the AR text needs to be designed in the
phased form or the thematic style. The AR text also should provide the menu scene for
users to select the departure of their AR experiences and provide users the opportunity to
determine the order of phases or themes they want to experience in the AR text. In such an
AR experience, the user is not simply a receiver or a consumer of the AR text but also a
co-constructor of the AR story. This is a higher level manipulation of the AR text, which is
beyond the simple re-sizing or rotation of the virtual character or object.

Figure 4 illustrates two examples of the AR design, providing users with the oppor-
tunity to play the Manipulator role. Figure 4a is the menu scene of the AR Moon app;
Figure 4b is the menu scene of the BBC Civilisation AR app.
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Figure 4a,b are examples of the phased AR experience and the thematic AR experience,
respectively. As shown in Figure 4a, the exploration of the virtual Moon in this app is
phased into five stages and users can choose the departure stage as well as the order of
these five stages, although the built-in order of the stage from Stage 1 to Stage 5 indicates
that there is a recommended version of the AR experience. Users can also choose not to
customise their AR experiences and simply follow the recommended order from Stage 1 to
Stage 5. The illustration in Figure 1 is selected from Stage 2 in this app. The AR experience
of customising the order of the five phase in the virtual Moon expenditure is closer to
the experience of reading a book without following the chapter order or the experience
of watching a television drama without following the episode order. In our observation,
although the meaning potential of customising the AR experience is opened, teachers
tended to follow the Stage order in the app from Stage 1 to 5. One reason is that teachers
were new users to this app and preferred this approach to accepting the recommended
Stage order, which is also the recommended version of the AR experience. Another reason
is that the Stage order is the salient visual message in the menu (see Figure 4a). The Stage
order is double-coded in the modality of language by the number 1 to 5 and the modality
of image by the top-down display. This multimodal presentation of the menu provides
users the impression that there is a prescribed order of the five stages and that their AR
experiences are also prescribed. Some users follow the Stage order due to the unawareness
that they are indeed allowed to customise their AR experiences in this app. Similar visual
presentation styles can be seen in Table of Contents of a book or the episode menu of a
drama.

The menu scene of the BBC Civilisation AR app, on the other hand, illustrates the
thematic presentation style without any recommended order by the app (see Figure 4b).
Users can choose the theme on top to determine the departure of their AR experiences. As
shown in Figure 4b, the carved ivory saltcellar illustrated in Figure 3 is an artefact selected
under the theme “EARLY CIVILISATION”. Within each theme, users can further choose the
departure of their AR experiences based on the continent or the exact artefact they want to
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see at first. For instance, the saltcellar is the artefact No. 28 from West Africa. Users can tap
the leftward and the rightward arrows to rotate the virtual globe to see other artefacts and
continents under the selected theme. The AR experience in this app is totally customised,
and the AR experience is even more customised than the real visit of a museum. Both the
AR experience and the visit of a real museum allow the customer to choose which artefact
to see at first and the order of all artefacts the customer wants to see. However, during
the visit of a real museum, the visitor’s tour is typically influenced by the space setting,
such as the level of floors and the display arrangement of artefacts. Visitors tend to visit
artefacts from the ground floor and from the artefact displayed near the gate. The AR
app excludes these spatial factors and allows users to freely choose artefacts they want to
visit in a customised order. The potential of customising the users’ visiting experience to
artefacts has been opened up to the maximum extent in the BBC Civilisation AR.

In our observation, teachers tended to explore the theme list on top at first and then
rotate the virtual globe to see all artefacts under the selected theme before deciding on the
first artefact to visit; teachers started their AR experience in this app with different artefacts.
The Manipulator role afforded by the AR technology plays a significant role in changing
the literacy education. On the one hand, it involves learners into the co-construction of
both the targeting knowledge and the learning experience; on the other hand, it provides
users the unique experience of using touch and fingers as the main exploring method in
the literacy learning [57–59].

4.4. The Creator

The prior three categories of the user role, i.e., the Trigger, the Viewer and the Manipu-
lator, focus on the user–app interactivity in AR apps, positioning users as the consumer of
the AR text. AR apps in this trend need to provide the built-in content for users to interact
with. Shifting the focus from the AR text consumption to the AR text composition, we
found the fourth category of the user role, the Creator. The Creator refers to the role users
play in a particular type of AR apps which do not provide prescribed stories, but serve
as an AR platform for users to create their own content. Apps like these usually provide
built-in libraries with virtual character or object images and sound effects, and allow users
to import their self-made videos or photos.

Figure 5 illustrates an example of making the primary school office into a dental clinic
in the Thyng app. In our 3-day workshop, teachers only experienced the built-in libraries in
Thyng and did not have opportunities to create their own AR content. However, teachers
have implemented this AR app in their literacy class after the workshop and students have
created their own AR texts using the Thyng app. In the AR-mediated learning, students
were asked to re-imagine the school space and create a short AR text. Figure 5 is the
illustration of a student’s reimagination of the school office as a dental clinic. Figure 5a is
the photo of the school office; Figure 5b is the illustration of the student’s AR text created
in the Thyng app.

As shown in Figure 5b, to reimagine the space, the student overlayed the television
screen with a photo of a dentist and a child patient. The student asked a peer to sit and
act as a child patient waiting for the doctor in the dental clinic. To make the AR text, the
student needs to video record the peer siting in the office scene, and then import the video
into the Thyng app to overlay the screen with the photo. The student also drafted a short
script and audio record the script. The student then added the audio record to the video in
the Thyng app as the voice over.
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making the school office into a dental clinic in the Thyng.

Playing the Creator role foregrounds the developing direction in the literacy education,
as learners become content creators rather than passive viewers. Moreover, content making
apps like Thyng provide the literacy education learning spaces for the content-making-
mediated representation and interpretation [57,60,61]. To play the Creator role, users need
a high level of AR-specific multimodal literacies to mindfully select and integrate audio-
visual semiosis, in order to construct a cohesive AR text. As a new form of “reality”, AR
overlays the virtual reality on the real, physical context [62,63]. Users thus need a high
level of multimodal literacies to view, represent and interpret the layering of virtual and
real “reality” as a new semiotic modality in AR, which is uncommon in other forms of
multimodal texts. The closest multimodal experience students can rely on during the play
of the Creator role and the composition of their AR texts is the experience of making the
video content, such as vlogs. However, the vlog making experience cannot fully support
students’ use of AR content making apps. One significant feature distinguishing the AR
text from other audio–visual texts is the layering between the virtual character or object
and the real context. Among the four user roles prompted by the AR app, the Creator role
is the most distant role from users’ prior experiences with other forms of multimodal texts,
which explains why teachers felt that the composition of their own AR content is the most
challenging task in the workshop.

5. Discussion

To enrich the students’ learning experience and enhance their multimodal litera-
cies, teachers have to be trained to introduce the AR innovations into their teaching
design [64–66]. The four categories of the user role provide teachers a framework to
understand the user–app interactivity in the co-construction of the AR experience. As
we observed, teachers tended to rely on their prior experiences with other multimodal
texts to understand AR instructions and to interact with AR apps. Linking the targeting
knowledge to students’ prior knowledge is a common scaffolding strategy in the literacy
practice. Thus, the first suggestion to teachers in the design and the implementation of
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AR-mediated learning is to assess students’ prior multimodal knowledge obtained through
their interactions with other forms of multimodal texts. Teachers are suggested to guide
students to demonstrate and reflect their prior multimodal literacies with other forms of
digital texts and to link these prior multimodal literacies to the viewing and representing
literacies that are needed in the interactivity with the AR text [67]. With the awareness of
the four categories of the user role and the resonance between each user role and the prior
multimodal experience, the teacher should be able to assess if the student needs any prepa-
ration about the user–app interactivity prior to AR-mediated learning. The teacher should
also have the capacity of monitoring students’ user–app interactivity during AR-mediated
learning, and be able to realise the reason behind students’ ineffective responses to AR
instructions [68].

The common reason for the failure in responding to AR instructions is that the re-
quested multimodal literacy in the user–app interactivity is too distant from the user’s
prior multimodal experiences. The distance may be due to the fact that the AR technology
has the affordance that other forms of technology do not. For instance, the AR composition
requires users to have the strong multimodal literacies about the layering of the virtual and
real objects and environments, which is the category of multimodal literacies that users
can rarely develop in their prior interaction with other forms of multimodal texts. Another
reason for the distance between the AR experience and the prior multimodal experience
can be the users’ limited engagement with digital texts previously, and if the user has not
developed sufficient multimodal literacies to support the smooth engagement with AR text.
We suggest that, as preparation for AR-mediated learning, teachers should negotiate the
glossary with students and learn students’ shared prior multimodal literacies. During the
AR-mediated learning, students’ ineffective user–app interactivity is typically signalled
by the interruption in AR text, such as if the AR story stops unfolding due to the users’
incorrect input, or a new phase of the AR story is unexpectedly triggered due to the users’
incorrect input. We suggest teachers to monitor students’ interaction with the AR app,
with the awareness of the existing resonance between the required AR-specific multimodal
literacies and students’ prior multimodal literacies.

In addition to taking students’ prior multimodal experiences into consideration, an-
other suggestion to teachers is that they should focus on the mindful selection of AR apps
that suit the learning goal. The involvement of AR in literacy practice should service
the purpose of further developing students’ multimodal literacies through this emerging
technology, rather than simply making the class more interesting and digital. One topic
that is commonly ignored and has a lack of sufficient discussion in AR-mediated learning
is the educational function of the AR app implemented in the literacy practice: How does
the selected AR app assist the achievement of the learning goal? To address this question,
teachers need meta-awareness about the educational function realised in the user–app
interactivity. Drawing on the speech function theory in Systemic Functional Linguistics [45],
this article proposes a systematic description of the educational function of the four user
roles as a conceptualised framework for teachers to assess the effectiveness of the selected
AR app, in relation to the learning goal.

The speech function in Systemic Functional Linguistics was developed based on the
description of the verbal exchange, with a focus on the speech role that each speaker
plays in the dialogue [45]. The speech function theory is premised on Berry’s concepts of
the primary and secondary knowers and actors [69,70]. The primary knower (K1) refers
to the speaker who already knows the information; the primary actor (A1) refers to the
speaker who will actually conduct the action [45,69,70]. In other words, the primary knower
(K1) is the source of the information in a dialogue, and the secondary knower (K2) is the
information receiver. The primary actor (A1) is the doer of the action commanded in a
dialogue, and the secondary actor (A2) is typically the person commanding the action. For
instance, when the teacher asks a student, “Can you share the iPad with your peer?”, the
teacher is A2, and as A1, the student can either respond by the language “Yes, I will.”, by
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the action (i.e., directly share the iPad with the peer) or both (i.e., verbally respond “Yes, I
will” and share the iPad with the peer at the same time).

The speech function framework was originally developed for the description of the
exchange in the speech role among K1, K2, A1 and A2 in a dialogue, which provides
linguists a perspective to interpret the ownership and the exchange of the power in a
conversation. Drawing on the four speech functions, we describe the educational function
of the four user roles, as follows. When the user plays the role as the Trigger, the user is the
primary actor and the secondary knower (A1 and K2), as the user is the actual doer of the
trigging action; yet in terms of the AR text, the user is the receiver of the information. When
the user is at the Viewer position, the user is the secondary knower only (K2), as the AR
app does not invite the user to provide any behavioural input, and the user is positioned
at the observing role as the information receiver. When the user is the Manipulator, the
user is the primary actor and the secondary knower (A1 and K2). On one hand, the AR
app opens the meaning-making potential for the user to customise the AR experience, and
the user is the actual doer in customising the AR experience by selecting the departure
point in the AR text and the order of the phases/themes in the AR experience. On the other
hand, the user is still the information receiver because the AR story is prescribed in the AR
app. When the user plays the role as the Creator, the user is the primary actor and primary
knower (A1 and K1) since the user is the actual doer of composing the AR text and the user
is also the owner of the information that will be composed into the AR text.

The four user roles, the prior multimodal experience resonating with each user role,
and the conceptualisation of the educational function of the four user roles, have been
presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Conceptualisation of the user role in AR-mediated learning.

User Role Prior Multimodal Experience Educational Function

The Trigger the tap or verbal input in a mobile phone
Primary Actor &

Secondary Knower
(A1 & K2)

The Viewer the passage reading or film watching experience Secondary Knower (K2)

The Manipulator the book reading experience, regardless of the chapter order or the
drama watching experience without following the episode order

Primary Actor &
Secondary Knower

(A1 & K2)

The Creator no prior multimodal experience can be linked to
Primary Actor &
Primary Knower

(A1 and K1)

As the emerging multisensory technology, AR typically positions the user at the
primary actor (A1) role. The positioning can be realised either through the clear instruction
to prescribe and invite users’ actions or by opening up the meaning-making potential for
users to interact with virtual objects and characters on the screen (e.g., the menu example
in Figure 4). Roles like the Trigger, the Viewer and the Manipulator are typically prompted
in the AR app, providing the prescribed text and the user are typically the consumer of
the AR text. In AR apps providing the content making platform, like Thyng, the user
is provided the opportunity to become the primary knower and actor at the same time
as the user is the AR composer. As noted earlier, in our observation, teachers felt that
composing their own AR texts is the most challenging task in the user–app interactivity.
One reason provided earlier is that the composition of AR texts requires the AR-specific
multimodal literacies about the layering between the virtual and the real contexts, and this
AR experience is the most distant from most users’ prior multimodal experiences. Another
reason, from the perspective of the educational function, is that the composition of AR texts
positions the user as the primary knower role, requiring the user to become the source of
the AR text. The description of the Creator in Table 1 can explain why the multimodal
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composition is more challenging to students than the multimodal consumption, and why
in the curriculum design, the multimodal viewing literacy should be developed prior to
the multimodal composition/representing literacy.

We suggest teachers to use the conceptualisation of the educational function as the
guide during their assessment of AR apps for selecting the potential teaching material.
To address the question commonly ignored—How does the selected AR app assist the
achievement of the learning goal?—teachers should ask themselves the following three sub-
questions: What user roles can students play in the interactivity with the selected AR app?
By playing these user roles, can students demonstrate the targeting educational function/s
in AR-mediated learning? By demonstrating the targeting educational function/s, can
students develop the targeting multimodal literacies? These three sub-questions unpack the
logic in the meta-reflection about the effectiveness of the selected AR app for AR-mediated
learning. Furthermore, these three sub-questions shape the path for teachers to link the
selection of AR apps to the achievement of the targeting learning goal in AR-mediated
learning.

6. Conclusions

This study has conceptualised the user–app interactivity for the AR-mediated learning.
Our conceptualisation includes the identification of the four user roles, the discussion of the
resonance between each user role and the prior multimodal experience, and the description
of four correspondent educational functions. The conceptualisation provides a consistent,
systematic framework for the evaluation of AR apps and AR technology from the Social
Semiotic perspective, which views AR as the semiotic discourse. Meanwhile, conceptu-
alisation positions the description and evaluation of AR technology in the educational
context, equipping teachers with accessible lenses to make mindful designs and deliveries
of AR-mediated learning.

One key limitation of our study was the range of AR apps evaluated and examined.
Due to the budget constraint, we could only evaluate and examine AR apps that were free
and relatively low-cost. As this study was part of a larger scale project on the use of AR
for primary language and literacy education, the apps we chose were also more tailored
towards this disciplinary focus that could fit into the participating schools’ curricular
agenda. Hence, the AR apps featured in this study were not exhaustive and we are not
able to guarantee its availability by the time the paper is published or read. Like in all
other emerging technologies, the AR apps may be modified by the respective developers in
the near future after the publication of this study. Another limitation is the small sample
size of six school teachers. Our qualitative observation and analysis of these six teachers’
interactive choices made in their user–app interactivity will pave the way for future research
to accommodate new AR apps for exploration. To enhance the generalizability of the
observation and analysis results, future research is suggested to recruit a larger size of
participants, which can potentially instantiate new forms of user–app interactivity.

Future studies are suggested to co-design lesson sequences and to integrate the ongo-
ing exploration of AR apps to create classroom impact. Such pedagogical intervention has
proven to be more pragmatic and contextualized to transform teaching and learning [71].
Nevertheless, for teachers who have their first foray into AR-mediated learning, a study
like ours is the first step in increasing their awareness of AR-mediated learning before
further interventions can be planned prescriptively.
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Appendix A

Table A1. Description of AR apps.

Viewer-Based AR Apps Brief Description

AR Makr
(https://www.armakr.app/ accessed on 4 February 2020)

version 1.12; iOS 12.4 or later

AR Makr is a toolbox for sketching and scanning the
user’s own creations and transferring the creation

from 2D to 3D virtual objects.

AR Moon
(https://apps.apple.com/us/app/ar-moon-explore-solar-system/id1

287945174 accessed on 4 February 2020)
version 1.1.4; iOS 11.0 or later

AR Moon is an AR app for the exploration of the
surface of the Moon.

ABC AR Space Discovery
(https:

//create.withgoogle.com/inspiration/abc-ar-space-discovery-app
accessed on 4 February 2020)

version 1.4.2

ABC AR Space Discovery is an AR app for the
exploration of the Space as an astronaut or a pilot.

BBC Civilisation AR
(https://www.bbc.co.uk/taster/pilots/civilisations-ar accessed on 4

February 2020)
version 2.1; iOS 11.0 or later.

BBC Civilisation AR brings art and culture from across
the world to the user, exploring the history behind

masterpieces.

FarmAR
(https://apps.apple.com/us/app/farmar-app/id1407863152 accessed

on 4 February 2020)
version 3.1.2; iOS 11.1 or later

FarmAR app allows the users to create their own
virtual farms and introduces information about soil

conditions, crops and animals to the users.

Figment AR
(https://viromedia.com/figment accessed on 4 February 2020)

version 1.0; Android 7.0 & up
version 1.3 (1); iOS 11.0 or later)

Figment AR is an AR app allowing the user to create
imaginative scenes and to capture them to share with

friends.

Ko’Ko’s Curse
(https://futureofstorytelling.org/project/ko-ko-s-curse accessed on 4

February 2020)
version 1.0; Android 7.0 & up

Ko’Ko’s Curse is an interactive fantasy tale app for the
teaching about the environment information to

children users.

Metaverse
(https://studio.gometa.io/landing accessed on 5 February 2020)

version 4.0.14; Android 4.4 & up

Metaverse is a creative AR app allowing the user to
create his or her own AR experience.

https://www.armakr.app/
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/ar-moon-explore-solar-system/id1287945174
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/ar-moon-explore-solar-system/id1287945174
https://create.withgoogle.com/inspiration/abc-ar-space-discovery-app
https://create.withgoogle.com/inspiration/abc-ar-space-discovery-app
https://www.bbc.co.uk/taster/pilots/civilisations-ar
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/farmar-app/id1407863152
https://viromedia.com/figment
https://futureofstorytelling.org/project/ko-ko-s-curse
https://studio.gometa.io/landing
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Table A1. Cont.

Viewer-Based AR Apps Brief Description

Storyfab
(https:

//apps.apple.com/au/app/storyfab-movie-studio/id1112571886
accessed on 5 February 2020)
version 1.22; iOS 9.0 or later

Storyfab is an AR app allowing the user to create his or
her own short films.

Thyng
(http://thyng.com/ accessed on 5 February 2020)

version 5.0; Android 7.0 & up
version 5.0.1; iOS 11.3 or later

Thyng is an AR app allowing the user to create his or
her own virtual objects and to transfer the virtual

objects into any physical environment.

Quiver (Education Starter Pack–Earth)
(https://www.quivervision.com/ accessed on 5 February 2020)

version 5.4; Android 4.1 & up

Quiver (Earth) brings the Earth to the user and allows
the user to transfer the 3D Earth into any physical

environment.

Quiver Mask
(https://www.quivervision.com/products/apps/quiver-masks

accessed on 5 February 2020)
version 1.4.2; iOS 9.0 or later

Quiver Masks is an AR app that combines the AR
coloring pages with face-tracking to allow the user to
design and decorate his or her own masks and hats.

WDR AR 1933–1945
(https://apps.apple.com/us/app/wdr-ar-1933-1945/id1446878251

accessed on 5 February 2020)
version 1.0; iOS 12.0 or later

WDR AR 1933-1945 is an AR app that introduces
experience of children and teenagers in the Third

Reich to users.

Wonderscope (Clio)
(https://preloaded.com/work/clios-cosmic-quest/ accessed on 5

February 2020)
version 1.18; iOS 11.0 or later

Wonderscope (Clio) is a voice-driven, interactive AR
app for users to explore space.
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